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Two sets A and B are said to be almost dis/oint if tile cardinality of 
A c~ B is smaller than the cardi~alitv of either A or B. In part, this 
paper is a sequel to the classica~ papers of Sierpifiski [ 18] and Tarski 
[ 20] on almost-disjoint sets. Tile problems considered here are of the 
following foma: Given a set X of specified cardinality ~, how large a 
collection F of pairwise almost-disjoint subsets of X can there be? This 
question can be modified by requiring that every member of F have a 
given cardinality ta, or by requiring that A n B have cardinality smaller 
than a given cardinal ~, whene~er A,B ~ F and A 4: B. 
In general, the answers to these questions depend on which axioms 
are taken for set theory. We have obtained a complete solution if the 
generalized continuum hypothesis assumed. This completes the anal- 
ysis begun by Tarski. If the generalized continuum hypothesis i not 
assumed, then the situation is much more complicated. We have some 
positive results which do not seem to follow from the results of  
Sierpifiski and Tarski. Many of these are quite elementary. Using Cohen 
style independence t chniques, we are frequently able to show that the 
positive results cannot be improved, but there are still some open pro- 
blems. 
A problem closely related to the almost-disjoint set oroblem is the 
following, which derives from a question of Malitz in [ 13]: 
* Part of the material in this paper is contained in Chapter 3 of the author's Ph.D. Dissertation 
[21, prepared under the supervision of Professor Robert L. Vaught. A preliminary statement of 
the results in Section 3 was announced in [1 ]. 
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Given a cardinal ~:, for which cardinals ~ do there exist totally order- 
ed sets (S,<) of power ~, with dense subsets of power ? 
This problem can lx modified by requiring the character of each element 
of S to be a given cardinal V. 
Independence r sults concerning this problem have been found by 
Mitchell [ 16]. It turns out that many of our posi~ave r sults for the 
almost-disjoint set problem hold also for this problem, and some of 
our independence results imply the corresponding results of Mitchell. 
It also turns out that some of the methods we use to deal with almost- 
disjoint sets can be used to obtain consistency results in the partition cal- 
culus. For example, we prove that the following are all (separately) con- 
sistent with 2 s o ;~ ~2 : 
2SO 2~0 1,1 
fo ro .  
NI ~ ~o 
2 o) 
Sl -P ~o So ' 
2s°~ (2s°  2So) 1,1 
--, fox all ~ < co I , 
(~1 ] ~0 ~0 ' 
2~0 ~ (2~o, [~,2~o1) 2 
9~o #(2~0, [~o,21 )- . 
for a i la<w l ,  
(The consistency of the last proposition is an unpublished res~flt of 
R. Laver, wl~ uses a different method. Unfortunately, Laver'~ method 
does not seem to generalize.) 
The paper ~;s organized as follows. Notation and temfinolo~y are in 
Section 1. Section 2 contains a theorem (due mostly to Mitchell) giving 
alternate characterizations of the dense-set problem, and a number of 
elementary results, including the basic results of Sierpiriski and Tarski, 
about both this problem and almost-disjoint sets. 
In Section 3 we prove a simple combinatorial theorem and obtain as 
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coro l l~es ubstantial improvements of tile Sierpifiski and Tarski results. 
For example, frorl Sierpinski's results it follows that if 2 so = S 1 or 2 ~o = 
2 s' ,  then there is a famiiy o f  2 ~ pairwise almost-disjoint subsets of a 
set of power ~ I, We obtain tile same conclusion from the weaker hypo- 
thesis that 2 ~ 0 = 2 s~ or 2 ~o < ~,o~, The result assuming the generalized 
continuum hypothesis i in this section also. 
Section 4 contains everal corollaries of  an observation of  Shelah. A 
typical theorem is that if there is an ordered set of power ~, with a dense 
subset of power ~:, then tile stone is true if K and k are replaced by Kp and 
;~o, where P is arbitrary. 
Tile independence r sults are ha Sections 5,6 and 7. A special case of  
Theorem 5.6 says that it is consistent with ZFC that 2 s0 ~--- ~,~, 2 ~ = 
S~+ l and there is no family of 2s~ pairwise ahnost-disjoint subsets of  
a set of  power ~ 1. A special case of the main theorems of Section 6 says 
that both the following proposiffon and its negation are consistent with 
ZFC+2 ~01>~2: 
(1) l f  A has power ~1, then there is a famil.v t :o f  t¢ 2 subsets o f  A 
such that all X ~ F have power ~ 1 and X n Y is finite if X, Y ~ F and 
X .Y .  
In provin2 the consistency of the negation of (1), we prove the con- 
sistency with 2 '~o ~ ~2 of the following proposition, which ma.y be of 
independent interest: 
(2) There is a collection A o l in  finite sets of  ordinals such that A has 
power ~l and for ereo' co.tblal subset B o f  co 1 there is X ~ A with 
X~B.  
Section 7 contains the consistency results for the partition calculus. 
I. Notation and Terminology 
Our set-theoretical terminology is standard. We use a,/3, % 6, ~,'9,x,y for 
ordinals and t¢,X,#,v,p, ~r,r for (infinite) cardinals. Each ordinal is identi- 
fied with tile set of its predecessors. Since we assume the axiom of choice 
throughout, cardinals may be identified with initial ordinals. Thus ~ -- 
¢o~ for all ordinals ~. 
l fA  is a set then IAI denotes the cardinality of A and 9(A)  denotes 
the set of all subsets o fA.  l fA and B are sets then AB denotes the set 
of  all functions mapping A into B, and A X B denotes tile cartesian pro- 
duct of  A and B. The cartesian product of an indexed family (A i : i~  1) 
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of sets is denoted by Ili~ t A i. Of  course, .f~ lli,~ t Ai i f f f  is a flmction 
with domain I and j(i) ~ A i for all i E 1. 
If ~ is an ordinal then cfa is the cofinalit3' of a, i.e., the least ordinal 
/3 which can be mapped into a cofinal subset of a ha an order-preserving 
fashion. 
For cardinals ~ and X, K <~ = Zu < x h:"" The cardinal successor of  g is 
denoted by g+. 
A subset A of a cardinal ~: is unbounded if for every ~ < ~: there is 
/3 > a with/3 ~ A. A is closed if sup X ~ A for every bounded set X c A. 
A is stationao' in K i fA has aon-empty intersection with every closed, 
unbounded sub~et of ~. A cardinal tc is Mahh~ if the set of all strongly 
inaccessible cardinals less than g is stationars, in ~:. 
ZF is Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory. ZFC is ZF with the axiom of 
choice. GCH is the generalized continuum hypothesis. V = L is G6del's 
axiom of constructibility. 
I fA and B are sets then [A.B] = ((a.b) : a ~ A, b ~ B. a ~, b}. Let 
[A] 2 = [A.A], the ~t  of  two-element subsets of  A. Let a,t3.3, and 6 be 
ordinals. The notation e ~ (/3,7) 2 means that for any f : [a] 2 ~ 2, there 
is a set A c a such that either A has order-type/3 and f(x) = 0 for all 
x ~ [A ]2, or else A has order-type 3' and f(x) = 1 for all x E [A ]2 The 
set A is said to be homogeneous forf. The notation ~ -~ (/3, [7,6]) -~ means 
that if/" [a]2 _~ 2 then either there is A c t~ of order-type ~with f(x) = 
0 for all x ~ [A] 2, or else there are C,D c__ c~ of type ~/and 6 respectively 
such that f(x) = 1 for all x ~ [C, D]. Since cardinals are particular ex- 
amples of ordinals, this notation makes sense for cardinals also. Now 
let ~,?~,#~,~,~ be cardinals for all ~ < O. The notation 
means that if f :  x × X -~ O, then there are A c to. B c ;k and ~ < O such 
that IAI =/at, IBt = ut and f(a,~3) = ~ for all (~,~3) c A X B. We write 
i fp = _ , 
1/O /~1 
(.)" 
3, -~ i f#~ =ta, v~ =v 
p 
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for all ~ < O, We write 
i fp = t + O', ta0 =/J, v0 = v, and ta 1 +~ =/a' and vl,_ ~ = v' for all ~ < O'. The 
negations of  all these propositions are indicated by striking out the arrow 
A partially ordered set (T,<~) is a tree if for all t ~ 7', {s ~ T: s ~< t} is 
well-ordered by ~<. The level of t ~ 7", l(t), is the order-type of{s ~ T: 
s < t}, The height of the tree (7" ~)  is sup {l(t) + 1: t ~ T). A branch is 
a maximal totally ordered subset of  T. The length of a branch is its 
order-type. 
We assume the reader is familiar with the notions of ultrafilters and 
untrapowers ( ee [3 ]), We mention that an ultrafilter D on a set 1 is 
regular if there is E g D such that IEI =III mad f iX = 0 for every infinite 
Xg_E.  
We also assume the reader is familiar with the theory of forcing and 
generic sets (see [10] mid [19]). Let (P,~<) be a partially ordered set. 
Two elements p,q ~ P are :'on,oatible if there is r ~ P with r ~ p and 
r ~ q; otherwise p and q are #wompetible. A set D c P is dense in P if 
for every p ~ P there is q ~ D with q ~< p; D Js dense below p if 'for 
every q ~ p there is r E D with ~ ~< q. 
P has the ~¢-chain condition provided that every set of pairwise in- 
compatible lements of P has cardinality smaller than ~¢. The ~¢ 1-chain 
condition is usually called the countable chain condition. P is x-com- 
plete provided that for all a < ~¢, if(p~:/3 < ~} is a decreasing sequence 
of members of P then there is p ~ P such that p -<< Pa for all ~ < o~. 
Let ¢7g be a countable transitive model of  ZFC, and let (P, <)  E ~t .  
A set G c P is P-gelwric over ~ if 
(1) i fp,q ~ G, then o and q are compatible; 
(2) i fp  ~ G and p ~< q, then q 6 G; 
(3) i f L  is dense in P and D ~q?~, then G c~ D ~ 0. 
If G is P-~ :neric over ¢)r~ then or//[G] is the smallest ransitive model of  
ZFC such that 91t c,~,~ [G] and G ~ ¢'lr~ [G]. The forcing relation II-- be- 
tween members of P and sentences of the language of forcing may be 
defined by letting p IF- ¢ iff for every G, if G is P-generic over c~t and 
p ~ G, then ~o is tree in ¢Tg[G]. An important fact is that i f9  is true in 
97t [G], then, p II- ¢ for ~ome p ~ G. Every member of c'ttt [G] is denoted 
by some term of the language of forcing. 
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As'is customary, if r is a tem'~ of  the language of  set theory then r '~  
denotes the relativization of that tema to the model 9g. For example, 
c,~ refers to the least uncountable cardinal as defined in crt~. 
. 
Let ~,X,# and v be infinite cardinals. We write A(~:,h,ta,v) to mean 
that there exists a family F such that 
(1) Fc_~(x)  
(2) I/q = X 
(3) IXI =/a for all X ~ F 
(4 ) tXn  Y l<v i fX ,  YEFandX~ Y. 
We use A(~:,~,#) as an abbreviation for A(K,Mta,ta). We write A(~:,~) to 
mean that there is a fmnily F satisfyhag (I), (2) and 
(5) if  X, Y~ Fand X ¢ Y, then IX c~ YI < IXh IYI O.e.. the elements 
of F are pairwise almost-disjoint). 
Since "all these propositions are trivial if ), ~< ~, • < p or # < v, we will 
only be interested in the case when v <~ O ~< K < ~,. 
If F satisfies ( 1 ), (2), (3) and (4), then we refer to F as a (x,X, ts,v)- 
family. We define (~,?~,ja)-families and (~,h)-families similarly. If IXI = 
to, Fc  9(X) and F satisfies (2), (3) mad (4), then we say that F is a 
(t~,X,ta, v)-family of  subsets of  X, and so on. 
Now let S be a totally ordered set and let U c S. We say that U is 
weakly dense in S ifs. t ~ S, s < t implies that there is u ~ U with 
s ~< u ~< t. Of course, U is dettse in S if s. t ~ S. s < t imples that there 
is tt E U with s < u < t. (Notice that this usage of  the word "dense" is 
entirely different from the usage in the theory o f  forcing and generic 
sets.) 
We write D(~:,X) to mean that there exist S and U such that 
(6) IUt = ~ and ISI = ~,  
(7) S is totally ordered and U is weakly dense in S. 
It is eas~ to see that D(~,~) holds iff there are S and U satisfying (6) and 
(8) S ~~ totally ordered and U is dense in S. 
I fS  and U satisfy (6) and (7) then we refer to (S, U) as a (g,~)-pair. 
If S is totally ordered and s E S, then the left character o fs  is the 
smallest ~ardinal ta such that there exists a strictly increasing sequence 
s~ ~ S, ~ < ja, cofinal in (t ~ S: t < s). Note that i f# 4:1 (which will 
always happen if S is densely ordered) and U is weakly dense in S, then 
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all the sa may be chosen from U. The right character o fs  is the smallest 
such that there exists a strictly decreasing sequence s, ,  a < ta, co-initial 
in {t ~ S: s < t}. The character o f  s, X(s), is the smaller of the left and 
right characters of  s. Clearly ×(s) is always regular. 
We write D(~:,k,/a) to mean that there exist S and U satisfying (6), 
(7) and 
(9) X(S) =/~ for all s ~ S - U. 
I fS  and U satisfy (6), ( ' )  aud (9), then (S, U) is a O¢,X,l~)-pair 
Before we proceed to t ae siatement of some easy results about the 
properties A and D, it will be convenient to have the following charac- 
terization of  property D. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) in part (b) of 
Theorem 2.1 is due to W. Mitchell. The equiva!ence of (i) and (iii) is 
due independently to W. Mitc'~lell and the author. 
Theorem 2. I. Let IS <~ ~ <~ k, and assume Ia is regular. 
(a) D0¢, ?~,ta) holds ill'there is a tree o f  height la and cardinality <<. t¢ 
with at least X branches o f  length ta. 
(b) The following are equivalent: 
(i) D(~c,X) 
(ii) There is a tree o f  height < ~ and cardinality < ~¢ with at least 
k branches 
(iii) There is a family F o f  subsets o f  ~ such that IFI = X and F is 
totally ordered by inch~sion. 
Proof. If ~¢ = X then the theorem is trivial. Assume ~¢ < X. 
(a) Assume D(~,X,/J) and let (S, U) be a 0¢,X,g)-pair. Let < be a well- 
ordering of U in type ~¢. For each :~ ~ S - U, we define an ordinal 6 s < ~: 
and a function Us: 6 s -~ U by induction as follows. I fa  is even, let Us(a) 
be the <-least member of U such that us(a) < s and Z~s(/3) < Us(a) for all 
even ~ < ~, if such a member exists: if no such member exists, let 6 s = 0~. 
If a is odd, let Us(a) be the <-least member of U such that s < Us(a) and 
us(~) < us~)  for all odd ~ < a, if such a member exists; if no such mem- 
ber exists, let 8 s = 3', where a = 3' + 1. It is easy to see that 5 s is a limit 
ordinal ~ ~¢ of cofinality X(s) =/a. 
Furthermore, we assert hat there are at most ~¢ functions of  the form 
UslT, where s ~ S - U and 7 < 6~. Fix s ~ S - U and 3" < 8s. Then we 
may find u I E {u c U: Us(~) < u < s for all even a < 3,} and u 2 ~ (u ~ U: 
s < u < us(a) for all odd a < 3'}. But then <Us(a): a even, a < 3'> is defin- 
able from u I in exactly the same way it was defined from s, and the 
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same holds for (us(n): a odd, ~ < 7) and u 2. This establishes the assertion 
since I UI = r and 3' < 5s -<< •. 
Now for each 8 < ~ with cfb =/1, let S, = {s ~ S - U: 8 s = 5) and let 
8~, ~ </a,  be an increasing sequence o f  ordinals with limit ~. Let T~ = 
(UslS~: a < #, s r= $8}. Then IT61 < ~ and T~ is a tree of  height V when 
partially ordered by inclusion. Since (uslSa.: a < g) is a branch through 
T, for each s E Ss, T 6 has at least IS, t branches. Finally, Since S - U = 
06< ` KS~ it is easy to see that the trees T~ can be combined h~to a s in#e 
tree of  height/a and cardinality ~< ~, and with at least IS ....... UI = X bran- 
ches. 
For the converse, assume (T. <r )  is a tree of  height/a and cardinality 
K and let S be a set of  branches through T of  length/a with tSI = ~.. Let 
-< be an arbitrary total ordering of  T. Let S be totally ordered by the 
lexicograptdca!l ordering, i.e., set B 1 < B 2 itT t I -< t 2 , where t I is the 
< T-least element of B 1 - B 2 and t 2 is the < T-least element of  B~ - B l . 
For  each t E T, choose B t E S such that t ~ B t, i f  such B t exists. ' I f  there 
is a <-minimal B such that t E B, then we asstmle B = B t. Let U c__ S be 
such ~hat U~_ {Bt: t r= 13 and IUt = ~. It is easy to check that U is weakly 
dense in S and x(B) = # for all B ~ S - U. Hence D(~:,X,V) holds. 
(b) (i) implies (ii). Let (S. U) be a (~,X)-pair. As we remarked earlier, 
we may assume that U is dense in S. Hence X(S) > ~o for all s E S. For 
each/a < ~, let 
S = (s ~ S - U: x(s) = ~) ,  
Then (S~, u U, U) is a (~, IS~,I, #)-pair, so by part (a) there is a tree of  
height/a and cardinality < ~: with at least IS,,I branches. But all these trees 
can be combined into a single tree of  height ~< ~¢ and cardinality ~¢ with at 
least I O~<` ~ S~I = ;x branches. 
(ii) implies (i). Given a tree as in (ii), sinply order the branches lexico- 
~aphical ly as in the proof  of  part (a). 
(i) implie~ (iii). Let (S. U) be a 0¢,k)-pair. Fors  ~ S let X s = {u ~ U: 
u < s}, the lc~wer l)edekind cut determined by s. Then F= {Xs: s ~ S) 
satisfies (iii) 
(iii) implies (i). Suppose F satisfies (iii). For each ~ ~ ~¢ let A,~ = 
U {A ~ F: a q~ A). It is easily checked that S = F t_) (A,~: ~ ~ ~¢} is totally 
ordered by c .  Let U c S be such that U ~ ~ 
claim (S, U) is a 0¢,h)-pair. It will suffice to show that if A.B ~ S - U, 
A c_c_ B and A 4: B, then for some ~, A c__ A,  c B. But any a ~ B - A 
will work. [] 
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Part (d) of the t'ollowing theorem is essentially due to Mitchell. 
Theorem 2.2. Let v <~ la <~ K <~ X. 
(a) A(K,X,la,V) ~ A(tc,X,lz) =~ A(~:,X) and D(K,X,t~) ~ D(~,X). 
(b) Let v' ~ #' < K' <~ X'. I f  to ~ to', X' < X, la' <~ tz and v ~ v'. then 
A(~,X,la,V) ~ A(g.', ),' 1~', v ' ) ,  
A(~:,X,#) =~ A(t ( ,  X ,  U') ,  
A(~:,X) ~ A(K', X') , 
D(~,X,la) ~ D~ , X ,~) , 
D(~:,X) ~ D(~ ~, X'). 
(c) Assume X = Z~< ~ X,~.. Then 
(Va < to) A(K, X,.,.tu, v) =, A(k:, X, kt, v) ,  
(Va" < ~) A(~, X~, ~t) ~ A(~, X, tt) ,  
(Va < ~) A(K,X~) ~ A(K,X), 
(V(~ < ~) D(t¢, X~,/a) ~ D(~,X,~),  
(V~ < ~¢) D(t¢, X~) =~ D0¢, X). 
(d) D(K, X, la) ~ A(~, X, U) and D(K, X) ~ A(~¢, X).  
(e) A(K, (2") + ) and D(K, (2~) +) are false. I j~  is singular, then D(t¢,(~<~:) +) 
is fidse. 
Proof. (a) and (b) are trivial. 
(c) Let K,~, a < ~:, be a sequence of disjoint subsets of to, each of 
cardinality t~. Let F,  be a (K, X~, la, v)-family of subsets of  K, .  Then 
U,< ~ F a is a (K, X, la, v)-family. The other assertions are alI proved simil- 
arly. 
(d) We may assume ~: < X. Let (S, U) be a (h:, X, #)-pair. For each 
s E S - U, let (us(~): ~ </a) be either a strictly increasing or strictly de- 
creasing sequence of elements of  U with limit s. Let U s = {u~(~): a < #}. 
Then { Us: s ~ S - U) is a (K, X, ts)-family. Now let (S, U) be a (K,)O-pair, 
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and assume U is dense in S. For each ta << ~:, let S~ = {s ~ S U: X(S) = 
#). As we have seen, for each ta < ~: we may obtain a (~:, lSu i,ta)-family. 
But this implies the existence of  a (~:, Zu < ~ ISu I)-famity by (c). 
Part (d) may also be proved using the characterization f  property D 
in terms of trees. 
(e) The first sentence is trivial. Suppose ~: is singular and (S, U) is a 
(x,k)-pair with U dense in S. For each la < ~: there are at most ~:" el~ 
ments of S - U of  character #, since each such element may be identi- 
fied with a #-gequence of elements of U. Hence there are at most t~ ':~ 
elements of S -- U of character <~:. But since ~: is singular, every ele- 
ment o fS  - U has character <x.  Hence ~. < ~:<~. 
l'he following results (Theorem 2.3-Theorem 2.7), are due to 
Ta~ki [20] for property A. 
Theorem 2.3. Let K and ~ be cardinals (k may be finite), and let ta be 
the least cardinal such that x < h r. Then A(~, Xu,la), A(K, X ~, cf/a) and 
D(~:, ~ ,  cfbt) hold. 
Proof. Let T = U~<~, ~X. T is a tree when ordered by inclusion. By as- 
sumption Thas ~<~, ~l,,l < x elements. Of course, Thas height a and 
~" branches of  length #. Moreover, these branches are almost disjoint, 
so they form a (~:, ~', #)-family of subsets of  T. If p is regular we are 
done. I f# is singular, let #~,, ~ < cl~, be an incrzasing sequence of  ordi- 
nals with limit/a. Let T' = U~ <cf~, (~"OX and repeat he argument with 
T' instead of T. [] 
This is essentially Sierpinski's proof in [ 18] that A(~, ~:+) holds for 
all ~:. 
Corollary 2.4. Let K, ~, la be as in Theorem 2. 3. Then ArK, k ~) and 
D(~, ~)  hoM 
Corollary 2.5. Assume GCH. Then D(K, ~c+,cfg), A(K,K +, g) and A(g,g +, 
cfg) hold for all K. 
Proof. Assuming GCH, we have 2 < ~ = K. 
Corollary 2.6. tf~: is a strong limit cardinal, then D(K,K+, cfK), A(~-,K*,~:) 
and A(~:,K +, cfK) hold. 
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Theorem 2.7.// 'A(~,X,p,v) holds, then X <~ v. ~'. More generally, (C F is a 
(~.,X~.t~mily amt 1X n Yt < v whenever X. Y ~ F and X ~ Y. then ;k < ~.  
ltence i f  D(~., ),.~) holds, then X < ~.~. 
Proof. Let F be as indicated. For each X ~/7., let X' be a subset of  X of 
power p, if lXt a* v: otherwise let X' = Z. l fX > ~:" then there are X, 
Y~ Fsu~'h that X 4: Y and X' -- ~". But then IX c~ YI f> v, contradic- 
tion. [3 
All the results in Sierpinski [ 18] and Tarski [20] follows from Theo- 
rems 2.3 and 2.7. 
It is interesting to note that Corollary 2.5 for property A is provable 
without GCH. However. Mitchell [ 16] has shown that D(K,x+,h:) is n, t 
provable without GCH. 
Theorem 2.8. For all ~, A(~:,v: +, r¢)holds. I t'~ is singular, then A(~,x + cf~:) 
holds also. 
Proof, Assume ~ is regular. It will suffice to show that if<X~,: a < x> s a 
sequence of  pairwise almost-disjoint subsets of h:, each of power ~:, th ~n 
there exists X c h: such that tXt " ~: and IX c~ X~I < ~: for all ~ < ~. 
Simply choose distinct 3% ~ x - 1.1~< a Xa for ~ < ~: and let X = (3'~ :
Now assume ~: is singular. Suppose <X,x: e < ~¢) is a sequence of pair- 
wise almost-disjoint subsets of  x, each of power cf~:. We will find X _c. tc 
such that IXI = cf~: and IX n X~I < cf~: for each a < ~:. Let tc~, a < clk, 
be an increasing sequence of cardinals with limit x. Now choose distinct 
7a~ h: - U~<~ X~ for~< cf~:, and let X ={')%: a< cf~}. A(x,x+~:) may 
be proved similarly, or one may apply the following theorem. [] 
Theorem 2.9. Suppose p <~ p' <~ ~ < ?~ and cf/a' = ~. Then A(~,X, u) im- 
plies A (~:,;k,/a'). 
Proof. Let F be a (~:,X,p)-family. We may assume that each member of 
F has order-type p (with resnect o the usual ordering on ~:). For each 
~ x, let F a = {X E F: sup X = e}. By Theorem 2.2(c), it will suffice to 
prove -t(~, tF~l,p') for all ~ < ~:. Fix e: < ~: such that F,~ :# 0. Then cf~ = 
p, so let (0~: ~ < p> be a strictly increasing sequence of ordinals with 
limit a. Let (p~: ~ < p> be a strictly increasing sequence of cardinals 
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with limit/a'. Let ( Yn: 7/< a) be a sequence of pairwise disjoint subsets 
o f~ such that IY,,I =,a¢ tfa~ < rt < a~.~. Gl 'on 3~ ~ b a, let ,~ = 
U(Y,:  r /~ X). "ll~en (X': X ~ F~,) is a (~:a, IF~t,/a')-family, since each 
X ~ F~ is cofinal in a. [] 
Theorem 2.10. Suppose A (~:, ;k,#, v) holds and ]br each a < 2~. A (/a,)~a, 
It',v) holds. Then A(ta, ~< ~ ~,~' ,  v) holds. 
Proof. Let (X~: ot < ),} be a (~, ~, #, v)-family, and for each a < ~ let F a 
be a (#, h a, #', v)-family of subsets of X , .  Then O~ < ~ F,~ is a (u, S ,  ,: ~ ~,  
#', v)-family. [] 
Corollary 2. ! 1 . / f  ~ is the least cardhml ]br which A (to, ~,~¢) is false, then 
X is regular. 
Corollary "~,..,~ 1 for property D is not provable in ZFC, as is shown by 
Mitchell [ 161. 
. 
In this section we prove a simple combinatorial theorem and use it to 
obtain more results concerning the properties A and D. In particular, we 
are able to determine completely when A(~:,~.,/~,v) and D(~,~,,#) hold if 
GCH is assumed. We also prove that properties A and D hold in many 
situations not covered by the results in the previous ection. 
Theorem 3.1. S,,~pose F c_ 3~ (e:), Jiq = k and IXi =/a for all X E E I f  
there is no C c _ ~ such that I~ < ~: and I (X  E F: IX n CI = la) l = ;~, th~n 
cf~ = co` or cf~: = cf~t. 
Proof. Assume cfx :/: cO, and cf~ ~ cfta. Since ctk ~ cf/u, for every. X E F 
there is a x < ~ such that IX n ~xl = #. Since cf~: ~ co`, there is u < ~: 
such that I(X e F: a x ~< ~}1 = ~,. But then I(X ~ F: IX n al = #)1 = ~, 
contradiction. !3
Corollary 3.2. [f  ~ is the least cardinal such that there exists a tree o f  
height la and cardinality ~ with at least ~ branches o f  length ta. ther~ 
cft¢ = co` or cft~ ~- cf/t tlence i f  ~: is the least cardinal such that D(~:,~,la) 
holds, then cfK -- cr^ or cfK = cf# (=/a). 
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Proof, Let T be a tree of  height Is and cardinality ~:, mad for each e < ?~, 
let B, be a branch of T of length ~t. If elk 4: el'A, cf/a, then by applying 
Theorem 3.1 to F= (B,~" ~ < ;~), we obtain Cc  Tsuch that ICI < K and 
C, considered as a subtree of T, has at least ,X branches of length Is, a 
contradiction. []
Corollary 3.3. Let v ~< Is <~ X,/.t'~: is the least cardinal such that A(~:,X,IS, 
v) holds, then cfK = cl,'k or clk = cf~. 
Theorem 3,4, (GCH) Assume v ~ tJ ~ ~¢. Then 
(a) A(~:,~+,p,v) holds (ff  la = v and cf# = cf~:, 
(b) D(K,K+,la) holds ~tf is = cfK, 
Proof. Suppose v < #. Then there is/a' such that v ~< t2' ~</a nd cfis' 4= cf~ 
By Theorem 2.2(b), if A(~,x + , IS, t,) holds, then so does A(w,~+,is',v). But 
then, by Corollary 3.3, ~: is not the least cardinal p such that A(p,~+,is',v) 
holds, contradicting GCH by Thec~rem 2.2(e). Hence if v </~ then A(~, 
~:+, Is, v) is false. 
Now asstmae # = v. By Corollary 2.5, A(~:,~:+,K), A(~c,~:+,cf~:) and 
D(~:,~:+,cf~:) hold, so by Theorem 2.9, A (~:,~:+,IS) holds whenever cfis = 
cf~:. Hence it will suffice to show that if cf/a 4: cf~:, then A(~:,~+,#) is 
false. But if cf# ~ cf~ and A(~:, K ÷, ta) holds then by Corollary 3.3, ~: is 
not the least cardinal 0 satisfying A (p,K +, IS), and this centradicts GCH. [] 
Theorem 3.4(a) answers ome questions r~ised in Tarski [20]. If the 
trivial cases are added to Theorem 3.4, one obtains a complete character- 
ization of properties A and D under the assumption of GCH. 
Theorem 3.5. ~et K,X,X' and Is be cardinals (X may be finite), and let 
~: = ~"  !tX<~' < ~+cfu ,  X<~ < X~', X' ~< X ~ and either ct~' <~ ~: or 
cf'A' > X <", then A(~:,X',cf#) and D(~:,X',cl'/a) hoM. (Therefbre A(K,X',IS') 
and D(~:,X',cf#) hold ybr all X' < X u and all #' <~ h: with cf/a' = cf/a). I f  
in addition Is = K, then A(n,,~,Ia) (i.e., A(K, 2 ~, n)) holds also. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.3, A(X <u, X u, cfta) and D(A<u~ Xu, cfis) hold. Let p 
be the least cardinal such that D(p,?C,cf/a) holds. Then P ~< X <~'. By Cor- 
ollary 3.2, cf0 = cf'a' or of 0 = cfis. But this is impossible unless P < ~:. 
Hence D(~:, ~', cf#) and A (K, X', cf/a) hold. 
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Now let/z = ~. If cfh ~ > ),<~ or ct'A ~' -<< r we are done. In the remain- 
ing case )~v is singular and we may apply Corollary 2.11.13 
We illustrate the scope of Theorem 3.5 by an example. By Theorem 
2.3, A(N o, 2 s°, N0) and D(N 0, 2 so, b~ o) hold, so tile first interesting case 
occurs for x = N 1- The results in Section 2 allow us to conclude only 
that A(N 1,2s~) and D(N l , 2 ~t) hold when 2 'xo = N 1 (using Theorem 2.3) 
or 2 ~0 = 2 ~ (using Theorem 2.2(b) and the fact that A( N o, 2 s°) holds). 
If, however, 2~o< .~ and ~t  > ~,~o, then by Theorem 3.5, A(N I , 
2 ~,  N l) holds, and if cf 2 st > 2 s° then D(N 1 , 2 st, N I )holds, Putting 
these results together, we see that if either .~so = "~t, or-'~0 < N,o t , "  then 
A(NI, 2 st) holds. The simplest case where A(S:,  2 s~) could fail is there- 
fore 
(1) 2 so= N~o I and 2 sl = S,ot+ I- 
The simplest cases where D(N t , 2 '~t) could fail are (1) and 
(2) 2 s° = ~ and 2 ~l = N~2. 
Mitchell [ 16] has shown that it is consistent with ZFC for either situa- 
tion (1) or (2) to occur and D(N1,2s0  to be false. We will prove in Sec- 
tion 5 that it is consistent for situation (1 ~ to occur and A(N I , 2 st) to 
be false. This implies Mitchell's result for situation (1) by Theorem 
2.2(d). Note that Mitchell's result for situation (2) shows that it is con- 
sistent for A(~:,X,I~) to hold and D(x, ~,,ta) to fail when V is regular. Of 
course by Theorem 3.4, if GCH is assumed then A(~, X, ts) and D(K,X,~t) 
are equivalent whenever ta is regular. 
If one is interested only in the independence of A(N 1 , 2" t, N! ), then 
a much simpler situation than ( 1 ) can be tbund, namely: 
(3) 2 so= 2 sl = S 3 . 
Note that A(N 1 , N 2, ~1) holds by Theorem 2.8. Situation (3) will also be 
treated in Section 5. 
Another natural question is whether A(~:,2L~:,v)(or even A(~:,~:*,~:,v)) 
is possible when v < ~'. By Theorem 3.4 this is not possible assuming 
GCH. It turns c .,t that A(~,x+,~,v)  can hold only under very unusual 
circumstances. 'qhelah proved [ t 7, Lemm~ 3.2] that if A(~:, 2 ~, ~, N 0) 
holds then either 2 ~ = 2so or 2 ~ = 2 ~ for some regular N, ~ ~:. The fol- 
lowing is an improvement of that result. Fxcept for the second sentence, 
the following theorem is implicitely contained in I 171. 
Theorem 3.7. Let ~ be the least cardinal such that v < ~ and A(~, ) , ,~,v)  
holds, and assume cfX > ~. Then ~ = v or cf~ = co. Moreover. i f  ~ ¢: v 
then ~ = N~ and there is 0 < ~ such that 0 v ~ ~. 
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Proof. Assume ~ ~: v, and let F be a (~:,k,~,v~tamily. If cf~: > u~, then 
for each X E F there is an ordinal ~y such that v < ~x < ~ m~d IX n axl 
to, xt. Since ct'X > t~ there is ~o ~,uch that I{X: ~x = ao}l = X. But then 
{X n c~0: ~x = CXo) is a (laol, X, le~01, v)-fmnily of subsets of ~o, contradic- 
tion. Hence cf~ = ~.  
Now let V be a regular cardinal such that v </a < ~. Let p be the least 
cardinal such that A(p,X, V, v) holds. By Corollary 3.3, cfp =/a. Hence 
0 < ~:, But also 0 ~/a, so p ~. ~u- It follows that if a < ~ then t~ < ~:, 
and hence ~: = ~.  But we also have p"~ X by Theorem 2.7, and the 
proof is complete, t2 
in Section 6, we will show (as a special case of a more general 
theorem) that both A(~ 1 , ~ ,  ~,  '~o) and its negation are consistent 
with 2 s° -'- 2 s~ = ~,. 
. 
If D is an ultrafilter and ~ is a cardinal, then ~:o is the cardinality of 
the ultrapower with respect o D of any structure of cardinality x. All 
the facts we will need about ultrapowers may be found in [3]. 
Part (a) of the following is an observation of S, Shelah. 
Theorem 4.1. Let D be an ultrafilter on a cardinal p. Then 
(a) D(~,X) implies D(t~ D, kD): 
(b) i f o  < ta, then D(~,X,~) implies D(~ ~9, k D,/~). 
Proof. (a) Let (S, U) be a (~:,k)-paiL and suppose S is totally ordered by 
<. We may regard (S, <, U) as a structure (with universe S, and with < 
and U as binary and :mary relations on S) appropriate for first-order 
logic. If (S', <', U') is the ultrapower of (S, <, U) with respect o D, then 
clearly (S', U') is a (~:/9, Xo )-pair. 
(b) Let (S, U) be a (~:, X,/a)-pair, and let F c__ (S - U) X p X U be such 
that for each s ~ S -- U, {(~. u) ~ ta X U: (s, ~, u) ~ F} is either a strictly 
increasing or strictly decreasing function with limit s, Let S be totally 
ordered by < I, and let <2 be the usual ordering on p. Let 
~[= (S k3 bt, S, U, U,<I,<2,/t'3, 
and let (S' u M, S',M. U', <],<~_, U)  be the ultrapower of ~i with respecl 
to D. We assert hat the cofinality of M with respect o <~ is p. Since 
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p < ~ and # is regular, it follows that if f: p ~ ta, then there is a < ta 
with f(/3) < a for all fl < p. Hence, lett ingf ,  be the constant function on 
p with value a, we see that the equivalence cta~ o f f  is in the relation 
<~ to the equivalence class off~. Hence the equivalence classes of the 
functions fa, a </a, are cofinal in M, so :lJ has cofinality p. Now, using 
F', it follows immediately that X(S) = V for all s ~ S' - ~:. t2 
I fD is a regular ultrafilter on a cardiaal p, it is well known (see [4]) 
that ~:O = ~:~ for all ~:. Hence we have: 
Corollary 4.2. (a) D(K. ~ ) impBes D(~: ~, )to)J~r all p. 
(b) D(~:, 3.,#) hnplies D(K p, )tP, la) jbr all p. 
Note that Corollary 4.2(b) is trivial for p ;~ p, since then K ~' = )t o. It 
is only when p </a that we need apply Theorem 4.1. 
We have not been able to obtain complete analogues of  either 
Theorem 4.1 or Corollary 4.2 for property A. The difficulty seems to 
be that the ahllost-disjointness property is not as ~asily expre~ible in 
first-order logic as the dense-set property. Nevertheless we have some 
partial results: 
Theorem 4.3. Let v <~ lz < ~: <. )t. Then A(~:, )t, I~, v) implies A(K ' ,  )to ta,v) 
.for al," p. 
Proof. Let F I~e a (~:,)t,/a, v)-family. We may assume that each X E F has 
order-type #(with respect o the usual ordering on ~:). If t2 P ~ F, then 
we define a set X/as follows. We let g c .'~)~ iffg: P ~ x and there is some 
< ta such that for all ~ < P. g(~) is the atn member of 1(~). It is easy to 
see that (Xr: ./~ ;:p} is a (~:'~,)to, #, v)-family of subsets of  P~:. 
A similar argument may be used to prove Corollary 4.2(b) directly. 
While we 'rove not been able to prove that A(~:. )t) implies AI~: o, )tP) 
generally, it is clear that this is true L'~ many cases, for instance if 
D(~:, ;k) hold~ or if A(~:, )t, ~) holds for some V. Part (b) of  tile next 
theorem gives still another condition~ 
We write A'(~:, )t) to mean that tliere is a (~:,)t)-family F such that IXI 
is regular for all X E F. We do not know whether A'(~:,)t) is eq..ivaient 
to A(~:,)t) for all K and )t ifGCH is not assumed. Under the GCH, of  
course, both notions are equivalent. 
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Theorem 4.4. £et D be an uttr.,filger on a t71rdinat p. 
(a) lY'ta is regular and O < IL th.,n A(K, X,/a) implies A(K D, xD, la). 
(b) A '(~:, X) #nplies A'(KD \D) (and hence A '(K, X) implies A ' (~,  X °) 
for all O ). 
Proofl We prove (a) and (b) simultaneously. Let F be a (~:, X bfamily. We 
may a~ume that 
(1) for all X E 1~ IX! is regular and the order-type of X is IXI. It fol- 
lows immediately that 
(2) if X, Y c F and X ¢ Y then there is a ~ X Stlch that for all/3 > a, 
either ~ $ X or/3 6 Y. 
Now let ',~t = (K u F, K, t-, E, <), where E is the ~-relation restricted to 
K X F and < is the ustial ordering on ~:. Let (K u F ,  K, U, E'. <')  be the 
ultrapower of ~2( with respect o D. For . f~ F', let Xt .= {k E K; k E' ~3, 
and let I). c X/- be a cofinal subset with order-type qual to the cofm- 
ality of X I (with respect o <'). Then t I~-I is regular. Moreover, since (2) 
is expressible by a first-order sentence in 91, we see that if f :# g, then 
ttiere are k i ~ If- and k 2 C }~, such that if k > k i or k > k 2 then 
" ( '5  " i "  . . . . .  z -~  • k $ I.t } :~., Hence I j- and I',.~ are almost-disjoint, so { t f." f~ /~ } is a 
(KD Xl~).fiunily of  subsets of K, and A'(K 3, Xo) holds. This proves (b). 
If in addition 1Xt =/a for all X 6 F and O < ta, then we may see I Yfi --/a 
for a l l f~  1" by an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 4. l(b). 
This proves (a). [] 
By combining the methods of tiffs section with those of the preceding 
one. we obtain the following theorem, due to Shelah. 
Theorem 4.5. lg" ~ :: ,~  and 2 s~ >t ~+ ~+, then D(~a, ~+~+) holds. 
and hence A(Na, ~ ~, +~+ ) holds. 
Proof. We prove by induction on/3 < i\+ that D(;~, b~a+z) holds. If/3 is a 
limit ordinal, this follows from Theorem 2.2(c). (Note that X < ~. since 
~ = ~,~). Assume t3 = 7 + 1, and let ~ be the least cardinal such that 
~a u ~ ~+~. 
('ase 1: cfp > X. We know D(~+.~, ~u~, cfp) holds by Theorem 2.3. 
Let ~: be the least cardinal such that D(K, ¢,~+~, cf/a) holds. By Corollary 
3.2, cfK = cfp. Since cf/a > ;k and Is <~ S,~, this means ~ <~ '~,e 
Case 2: cfv ~< X. By inductive hypothesis, D(~,  ~<u) holds. It is easy 
to see that S,  u = (S~<u) cf". By Corollary 4.2(a), D(S~, (~ ' )~ ' )  holds. 
Since cf/a < X, this means D(~,,, ~g) holds, [] 
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In this section we apply a combinatorial theorem of ErdOs and Rado 
to obtain independence r sults regarding properties A and D. For tema- 
inology concerning forcing and generic sets, s6e Section 1. We assume 
the reader is familiar with the approach *o forcing taken, for example, 
in [191 or [10] .  
All the independence r sults in the remaining sections will be ~ven 
in model-theoretic form. A typical theorem will read: If c~ is a count- 
able transitive model of  ZFC (or ZFC + GCH) then in the Cohen exten- 
sion ~ [G], ( , )  is true. If (*) can be expressed without reference to 
parameters in 9?t, then, in the customary manner (see [ 12, pp. 132- 
133]), the proof of  the model-theoretic theorem can be converted into 
a proof of the theorem that if ZF is consistent then so is ZF + (*). We 
leave the details of  such conversions to the reader. 
The following is a special case of  [8, Theorem 39]. 
Theorem 5.1 (Erd/Js-Rado). For all cardinals to.. ('~)+,. ~ (t¢+)~. * 
Unless explicitly stated to the contra~', for the remainder of  this 
section flit is assumed to be a countable transitive model of ZFC, P is a 
partial ordering lying in Off, and G is/~,generic over Off. 
We shall need the following two wei!-~cnown facts about forcing. 
Lemma 5.2 is easily proved by the method of  Lemma 56 of [ 10]. Lemma 
5.3 is the same as [ 10, Lemma 57], 
Lemma 5.2. The fol lowing is true in -"lI~. Assume P has the la-chain con- 
dition, p E P, r is a term o f  the language o f  Jbrcing and 
p IF- rc  cr/t ^  Irl =~. 
Then there is a ~et x E off such that p I~- r c_ x and i f  la <<. ~, then Ix] = ~:, 
while i f  ~ < la, :hen Ixl </~ th'nce ( ;v  >i Is and v is regular in crg , then u 
remahls regular in c~t [G]. 
Lemma 5.3. Assume that Pis #-complete in c~. l f  f EOff [G], a < ~u, and 
f: a --, o/g, then ,I" E crib. Hence i f  ~ < la and ~ is a cardinal in °t~ , then 
remains a cardinal in °tit [G] and its eofinality is unchanged. 
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Note that as long as cofinalities are preserved (i.e. (cfa) ~ = (cfc0 '~[c'l 
for every ordinal ~ ~ 9?/) in the p~,mage from crrt to~ [G], every cardinal 
o f  ~ remah;e a cardinal in °at [G]. 
The main results of this sectic, n are derived from the next theorem. 
Theorem 5.4. Assume that in ~'g , P has the ~-chain condit ion and is o- 
complete. Assume aL~o that cofinalities are preserved in ~ [ G ]. Let  ~¢ 
G amt ls be cardinals in ~3//[ G]. Then, in qlt [ ], 
(a) ilia < p or cfp > v, then A(~:,X*,ta) is false, where X = (~u)~ . 
(b) i f  p > v but cf/a < p, then ,,t (t~,,X+,/a) is false, where 
X = max ((~:")~ , (2we%) ~ ).  
Proof. (a) I f#  < p, then by Lemma 5.3, (~u)~n = (~,)--a V; I  Since 
A( ",X ,Is) implies < ~u by Theorenl 2.7, we are done immediately in 
this case. Now assume cfts > v. We work in c'tR [G]. Let F be a (~,X+,/a)- 
family. By Lemma 5.2, for each X ~ F there is X' ~ c/g such that IX'I = 
ta and X c_c_ X'. Since X + > (~u)~ there is a single X~ ~ crg such that 
I{X ~ F: X c_c. X~)I = ~.. Then (X E F: X c X~} is a (~,>.+,/a)-family, so 
in order to show that A0c,X+,/s) is false we need only show that 
A(ts,X+,V) is false. There are two cases: 
Case 1: p is regular. Let Fbe  a (/~,;k+,/a)-fanfily n ctg [G]. Say F= 
(X~: a < X+}. Let H = {(a,13): ~ < X + and ~ ~ X.}. Then in 9g [G], H 
satisfies 
(1) H c X + × ~ and for all ~ < X*, 1{/3: (~,/3) ~ H}I = p, and if ~,~' < X + 
and ~ 4: a', then I{t3: (t~,f.), (a',~) e H}t < #. 
Let i l  be a term of the kmguage of forcing which denotes H in ~ [G], 
and let p E G be such that p forces (1) with H replaced by/'I .  We assume 
that the assertion that cofinalities ar,a preserved is forced by p also. 
Now we work in crtt. For e,cd < k +, let 
Z , = {y < p: (=.q <~ p)q  I~- sup {t3: (0~,/3),(~',f3) E t~1} = 7} • 
Since P has the v-chain condition, we have IZ,,~. I < v. Since ta is rzgular 
we have %~,~, = sup Z,,,~, .< ta. By Theorem 5.1, (2u) ÷ ~ 0a+) 2, and since 
X + ;~ (2") + we conclude that there are Y g X + and y < # such that IYI = 
#+ and ~/a~, = 3, for all ~,~' ~ Y with ~ 4: a'. Clearly p I~- {/3: (a,/3), 
(a'/3) ~/~ cc_ 7 for distinct o,e'  ~ Y. 
Now we return to erg [G]. By the remark just made we must have 
(X, - ~/) ~ Oto, - 7) = 0 whenever a,ot' ~ Y and a 4= o~'. Of course 
IX,~ - Yl = # for all a. Since IYI = #+ in~ [G] as well as in °t~, it follows 
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that {X~ - -/: a 6 Y} is a collection of V ÷ pairwise disjoint non-empty 
subsets of  ta, a contradiction. 
Case 2:/a is singular. Let/7, H,/1 and p be as in Case I. Let ~ < ~+. 
We work in q~. By Lemma 5.2, for every cardinal/a' </a with/a' I> v 
there is a set x,~. c /a  such that Ix.,,,.I =/a' and 
p It-- the first/a' elements of{13: (a,t3) ~ ~ lie in x~, . .  
Since there are at most 2 u such sequences (x~,,: v </a' < V,/a' a cardinal) 
and 2 ~ < ~., it is clear that there is a sequence (xv,: v < V' < !> such th:tt 
I(a < ~* : for all/a', x,~,. = x~,.}I = X + . 
It follows immediately that we may assume that in ~ [G] 
(2) for all a < X + and all cardinals/a' with v ~</a' </a. I{~ </a'" 
(~ ,~)  E / /}1  = v ' .  
We assume also that p forces (2) with H replaced by t't. 
Now let a,a' < ~÷ with e ~: a'. We return to °t~. Let 
l t~ , = {/a' </a :  (3q ~- p)q Ii-- 1(~3: (a,~), (a',~) E/Q)I =/a'}. 
Since P has the v-chain condition, I |V~,I < v ~< cf/a, so/a,~, = 
max (v, sup W,,~,) < ~. Then 
p It-- I{#: (a,~), (cx',/3) ~ 11}t < ,u~a.. 
Just as in Case 1 we may now find 5a~, < ÷ , , /a,,~, such that/aaa' ~ 5a.~' and 
~ H-- (~:  #< ÷ ~ ' 
Since by Theorem 5.1, k ÷ + ~ _ k + -~ (/a) ,, there are I¢' c and 5 </a such that 
IW! =:/a+ and 8~, = 5 (and/aaa, = I~1) for all a,od ~ W with c~ :# a'. But 
then, as in Case I, we reach a contradiction by observing that in qff [G], 
({/3:/3 ~ Xa and 6 ~< ~3 < I~1+): a ~ W) is a sequence of/a ÷ pailavise dis- 
joint non-empty subsets of  I~1 +. 
(b) As in part (a), it will suffice to show that A(V,,~,+,V) is false. Let 
F be a (/a,~ *,/a)-family in c/It [G]. Say F = {X~: ~ < X+}. Arguing as in 
Case 2, we may assume that if v ~</a' </a then tX~ n v'l =/a', i.e. that 
(2) holds v~hen H is defined from F as in Case 2. Let H and p be as in 
Case 2 also. We work in crtt. Let/a,~, a < cf/a, be an increasing sequence 
of cardinals with limit/a such that/a0 ;~ v. Le~ a,e < with a * a .  
Arguing as in Case I, for each ~3 < cf/a there is 6,~a.  < U~ such that 
+ 
• " (~,~/), (a ,'r) e/q}l < u~, (3)p It-- if I{~ </a a .÷. 
then {3, </aa (e,3'), (~ ,~') ~/~ c_ ~,~'a • 
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There are at most ts cr" such se~t.lences (8~,a:/3 < cf#}, so by Theorem 
5.1 (and noting that X ÷ > (2cue';h) +) we obtain V c__ X + and {6~:/3 < cf#) 
such that I Iq = (/scfu) + and 8~a, O = 8e for all e,a'  e V with a ~ ~' and all 
/3 < cf/a. For each e ~ V and ~ < cfg, choose 7~ e {3' e ?g: ~ < 3' < #.~}. 
Note that i fe  ~ a and y~ = 3'~'e, then I{Y ~/ai;: (a,3'), (a ,3") ~ H}I = 
/a~ + by (3). By Lemma 5.3 we have (tacfv) ~ = (#cf~),, l(;I . Hence there 
exist a,a'  ~ V such that a 4= a' and 7,~ = ~',~'~ far ,all t3 < cf/a. But then 
IX,~ c~ X,,I = ta, a contradiction, This completes the proof of Theorem 
5.4. [] 
It seems very likely that in Theorem 5.4(b) we can take X = (~:u)~ ,
but we have not been able to prove this stronger statement. 
Theorem 5.4 ~s best understood by considering some particular partial 
orderings. If v anu 0 are cardinals and z, is regular, then let P(t,,p) be the 
~ot ~ ; M1 functio~'.~ fsuch  that domain . f c  O, range f c__ 2, and Idomain fl 
< v. I fp,  q E P(v,p), then we letp ~ q i f fp 3_q. P(u,#) is a standard 
pa;tial ordering used for adding p new subsets of v toCr/t . 
The following fact is well-known (see [ 10, pp. 69-70]) .  
Lemma 5.5. (GCH) P(v, p) has the v+-chain condit ion and is v-complete. 
Theorem 5.6. Assume that erg is also a model  o f  GCH, and that P = 
P(v,p) '~r . Then cofinalities are preserved in ¢7tt [G]. Let ~: and # be car- 
dinals in c)ff [G] with ts <~ ~, and consider the fo l lowing situation~: 
(4 )  x < v or t,: > p 
(5) v ~ ~ < cfo 
(6) max (v, cfp) ~< ~: ~< o. 
Then, in ctg [G], 
{~:÷ i J (4 lho lds .  
(a) 2 '~ = 0 Lf(5) holds, 
0 + i f  (6) holds; 
(b) i f  either (4) holds or cf# > v or # < v, then A(~,~:+,#) is false unless 
cf/a = cf~:, in which c&se A(~,~++,la) is false; 
(c) f f  cfta = v and (5) or (6) holds, then D(~:,2%v) and A(~,2v,/a) hold; 
(d) (t'cf# < v and is > v and (5) or (6) holds, then Aff:,g.+,#) is false 
tmless cf/a = cf~: or# <~ K ~ #÷. Il ia <~ ~ < la +, then A(t~,/a+++,/.t) is false. 
l f  cf~: = cfta attd ~. > Is, t'ten A(h:,~:+ ,ta)is false. 
Proof. The fact tl~.at cofinalit ies are preserved is a well-known consequence 
of  Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 and 5.5. The following table for cardinal exponenti: 
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ation is easily comprted using the methods 
;~+ 




Of course, this proves (a). 
i f# < cf~: 
if ~t ;~ cf~ 
if/,t < cf~: 
if/a ~ cf~ 
if t,t < cf~ 
if ta ~ cf~ 
in [ 10]. I f#  < ~: then 
and (4) holds, 
and (4) holds. 
and (5) holds, 
and (5) holds, 
and (6) holds. 
and (6) holds. 
(b) Let x' be the least cardinal such that A(h:',~:+,~) holds. If ~:' < ~: 
and cf~: ~: cf# then by CoroUary 3.3, ~:' < ~: and cfr'  - cf/a. If (4) holds 
then 2~'< ~+, a contradiction. I fg  < v o rc f# > v, then (~'~')'~ ~ ~: so 
A(~:',x+,g] is false by Theorem 5.4(a). Now assume that cf/a = cf~:. If 
(4) holds then ~:u = ~:+, so A(x,~:++,/a) is false. I f#  < v or cf~ > v, then, 
since (~:u)~ = ~+, we apply Theorem 5.4(a) to conclude that A(~:,~:÷*,~u) 
is false. 
(c) Since 2<~= v, it follows from Theorem 2.3 that D(v,T',v)holds, so 
D(~:, T',v) holds for all ~ ;~ v. Hence A(~:, 2 ~, v) holds, so A(~, 2'~,~u) holds 
by Theorem 2.9. 
(d) Let ~:' be the least cardinal such that A(K',~:÷,O) holds. 
I fx '  ~< ~: and cf~: :# cfv then x' < K and eft:' = cfg by Corollary 3.3. If 
either ~:' :# ta or ~:'+ < ~:, then A(K',~+,/a) is false by Theorem 5.4(b), a 
contradiction. This proves the first assertion of (d). The other assertions 
follow from "theorem 5.4(b) ,also, D 
It seems very likely that in Theorem 5.6(d) we can replace #+++ by 
ta r+ . This corresponds to the case left open in Theorem 5.4. 
To be quite specific, let v = ~0 and p = t,13 in Theorem 5.6. Then 
2~°=2~I=~3in',~, [G],andA(t%,~3,~o)holds,~vhlle" A(~t,~3," ' ~1) 
(and hence D(~I, 1,13, ~1)) is false. 
I fv  = I,l 0 and p = ~oi,  then in°if/ It;I, 2 so = b~,,,l and 2 ~ = ~,ol+l. 
Both A(~l,l,t,o.+l,~ ) mad A(S ,~ ,S ) are false, so A(S ,-~sl) is false, • . 0-  1 3 1 l -  
mad hence Dk,~l, 2~)  is false also. These are the results promised in 
Section 3. 
The reader familiar with Easton's method [5] for forcing with many 
of the partial orderings P(v,p) simultaneously will see that it can be ap- 
pried to Theorem 5,4. Since this application does not require any ideas 
not already presented, we offer the following theorem without proof. 
For simplicity~ we consider only the properties A(K,),,x) and D(~:, h, ~:) 
when ~: is regular. 
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Theorem 5.7. Assume that c~ is a countable transitive model o f  GOdel- 
Bernays et theory + GCH. Let X and Y be disjoint classes o f  Ofl such 
that, hi "~, 
(7) X u Y is the class o f  all regltlar cardinuls, 
(8) s o ~ X. 
(9)/.¢~: is singular and X r~ K is cofinal in ~, then v. + ~ X, 
('10)/f~: is inaccessibh, but not Mahh), arid i f  X :'~ K is cofinal in K, then 
Let t: be a j)mction in ~?l( maly)ing X into the class o fa l l  cardinals o f  Crg 
with the properties 
( i 1) ifh',X E Xand ~ <. ,'k. then F(~) ~ F(X), 
(12) (/'K E X, then cf (F(h:)) > ~:. 
Thett there is a ()dten extension ')~ o[" c~ such that in ~ cofinalities are 
prcserrcd, and in addition: 
(13) ij'~ ~ X, then 2 ~ = F(~), 
(14) i f  ~ E Y and ;k = sup {F(#): I~ ~ X and/a < ~:}, then 
X if~: < cO,, 
2 ~ = ),+ U 'c fX<~:<k,  
(15) i f  ~ ~ 3~ then D(~, 2~,K) hohts, 
(16) ( f  ~: E Y. then A(tc,t<++,~) is false. 
For the record, the partial ordering P used to obtain ~ is the set of  
all functions f with domain f c X (domain f is a set) and such that 
(17) for all h: E domain jl f(K) E P(K, F(K)), 
(18) i f) ,  is regular, then 1), c~ domain fl  < ~.. 
We put f~< g iff domain f3  domain g and f(~:) ~< g(g) for all ~ ~ domain 
g. Of course, if X is a proper class then so is P. 
Conditions (9) and (10) were overlooked in [2, Theorem 3.2.5]. 
Roughly speaking, the reason why (10) is necess~.ry is that if x is inac- 
cessible but not ~,!ahlo, X c~ ~: is cofinal in ~ and x q~ X, then that part 
of  the Easton partial ordering P which is used to deal with FI ~: (namely 
U'I ~:: f~  P)) has the a:-chain condition but not the ~:-chain condition, 
so the method of Theorem 5.4 cannot be applied to ~ to dedt~ce that 
A(~:,~:+÷,~:) is false in~.  la fact, it is not difficult to see that i f~ q~ X, 
then in ~ we would still have D(~:,2~,K) true° 
(9) is necessary for much the same reason. Under the hypotheses of  
(9), that part of  P used to deal with t'IK has the ~:++-chain condition but 
not the ~:+-chain condition. 
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The methods o~ this section do not seem to yield a Cohen extension 
9 /o f  c~t in which 
(19) 2 ~° = ~l '  2sl > ~+1 and A(~l ,2 s~) is false. 
Mitchell [ 16] remarks that if there is a model 9t~ in which 2 s~ < ~,~ 
and ~ > ~, t+ l ,  then, forcing via P(~o,~,~)  , we would obtain the 
consistency of  (19) with A replaced by D. We add the remark that, in 
the same situation, the consistency of (19) could be obtained by the 
methods of t~.is section. 
. 
This section is concerned with tile propositions A(K,),,K,v) when 
v < K. If the GCH is assumed, then by Theorem 3.4(a) these proposi- 
tions are never true. Nevertheless, it will follow from the results of this 
section tP, at, for example, botlt A (s  I, s 2, S 1, S0) and its negat ion are 
consistent with ZFC + 2 so ~ ~2. 
The partial ordering for proving A(Sl, S 2, N~, No) to be consistent is 
quite simple. By Theorem 2.8 there is an (Sl, N2,~l)-family F. Let 
(Fa: tz < w2) enumerate F. Let Q be tile set of all functions f such  that 
domain f i s  a finite subset o fw 2 and for all ~ E domain f, j(t~) is a finite 
subset of Fo~. We let f<  g iff 
domain g c domain f ,  
g(~) c j'(~) for all ~ E domain g ,  
j(t0 n ./(/3) = g(~) n g(~) for all a,~ ~ domain g with a * /3 .  
It is not difficult to see that Q has the countable chain condition and 
hence preserves cofinalities (and cardinals). Furthermore, if G is Q- 
generic over a model c?/z, then {G,~: 0t < ¢02) is ai~ (~l ,~,S l ,So) - fami ly  
in c~ [G], where G~ = U{f(a): f~  G) for each ¢~ < ~2. it is natural to 
say that the Gc, are obtained by thbmmg out the ~.  
The general construction is a little more elaborate. To get the con- 
sistency oi A(N2, ~3, N2, So) we must first thin out an (N2,~a, ~ 2)-family 
to an (~2,V3,~2,~l)-family and then thin that out to an (S2,83.~2,~¢0) 
family. In general, this thinning-out procedure must be iterated many 
times. 
L~t t¢,3. and v be cardinals uch that v is regualr and v ~< r ~ ~,, and 
let F = (F~: ~ < ~,) be a sequence of subsets Of ~¢, possibly with repeti- 
tions. Then Q'(K, >,, v,F) is the set of  all functions f such that 
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(1) domain[c  X mad Idomm:~ Jl < v, and 
(2) for all ~ ~ domain .L /~)  c_ F~ and l.tt;a)l < v. 
Let.f ~< g iff 
(3) domain g c domain f 
(4) g(a') C f(¢O f3r all t~ ~ domain g, and 
(5) g(a) n g(/3) :: f(a) n f(/~) for all a,~ ~ domain g with ~ 4: t3. 
Now let K be the set of  all regular cardinals/a such that t, ~</a <~ s:. The 
set Q(s:,X,t~, t.5 consists of all functions f= (.l~: ~ ~ K) 6 1I~.~ Q'(~:,X,/a,/-) 
satisfying 
(6) if/a,/a' ~- K and/a </~', then domain ;~ c domain.[~,, and 
l~(~) ~_ J~,(a) for all t~ ~. domain .t~. 
We put f<~ g iffJ~ ~ g~ for all p ~ K. If/-~ = s: for all e, then we write 
Q(s:,X,~) instead of Q(s:,X,e, F3. 
Throughout the rest of this section, c~ is a countable transitive model 
of ZFC + GCH. 
Theorem 6,1. Assume that in "3~, s:. X aml v ere cardinals such that t, is 
regular and t~ <~ ~ ~ X, l f  G is Q(~:,X,v) ~ -geT;eric over c~, then in 9t~ [G] 
co/inalities (and hence cardinals) are preserved and A (s:, X, so, v) is true. 
Proof, For each a < X, let G~ = U{J],(,~): j ' e  G}. It is clear that if cofinal- 
ities are preserved in c~t [G], then {G~ : a < X) is a (K,X,s:,u)-family. The 
proof that cofinalities are preserved is broken up into a series of  lemmas. 
Lemma 6,2 is due to Erdos and Rado [7]. A simple pr)of  may be 
found in [1 5]. A fmnily F of sets is a A-system iff A n ~/~ = fl F for all 
A, B ~ F with A e: B, 
Lemma 6.2, Let s:. X be cardinals with g ~ ~o. and assume ~x = s:. Then 
fi~r ant' famil.¢ F o f  sets sz,,ch that I FI = s: + and IAI ~ X for  all A ~ F 
there i,s a zX-system F' c F with IF'I = s: + . 
Let K be as in the definition of Q(v:,X,v,F). For/a ~ X, let 
Qu(K,X,v,F)  = (.f[ {/a' ~ K: ta' <~/a}: f~  Q(~,X,v,F)}. 
Lemma 6.3. l f  /a<u =/a attcl IF a c~ t~1 <~ la for  o~ < j3 < X, then Qu(~:,X,v,F) 
has tile ta+-chait~ condition. Hence i f  t~ <~ = t~ then Q(t~,X,t~) has the tc +- 
chain condition, b~ any c~isc, Q(~:,5,,t,)has the (2~)+-chain condition. 
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there is a set I of pairwise incom- 
patible elements with tli =/a + • We may assume that for some ~t' < ~t we 
have tdomain !~,1 = ~' for all ,f~ I. By Lemma 6,2 and the fact that/at,' = 
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#, we may also assrme that there is a set D such that 
domainfu  n domaingu =D fo ra l l f .g~ L f : / :g .  
Another application of  Lemma 6.2 allows us to assume that there is a 
set R such that 
I J range l fu lD)n  I J range(gu lD)=R fo ra l l J ;g~L  f~ g .  
Let 
X = iJ(Fa n Fa: a,t3 ~ O, a =g ~} . 
Since IDI < # and iF~ n Fal ~< # for c~ #: t3, we have IXI ~. ta. Let 
Y=XuR.  
Now we assert hat there i s le  Qu(~,X,t,, F)  such that 
/ '  = {g ~ I: for all r ~ domain g and all a ~. D c~ domain gr, 
gr(ot) n Y =fr(~)} 
has power ,u ÷ . This is clear if # is a successor cardinal. Asstune # is a limit 
cardinal. Since ta is regular, it is easy to see that for any g ~ Qu(tqX,~,,F), 
there is o < ta such that go = gr  for all r with o ~< r </a.  Since Ill =/a ÷ , 
we may assume the same o works for all g ~ L But now if:  for some 
g E / ,  domain f r  = domain g~ n D for all r ~ domain g, and j~ (e) =.  
g~(a) n Y for all a ~ domain y~} has power at most U, so some single f
must work for/a + of  the g's, and the assertion is established. 
A straightforward check shows that any two members of  f are com- 
patible, a contradiction. This proves the first two sentences of  Lemma 
6.3. The last sentence is left to the reader. 
Lemma 6.4. For any regular/a ~< ~:, Q(~:,X,/a)is #-complete. 
ProoL Obvious. 
Lemma 6.5. Let  G be Q(~,X,v) "~ -generic over 9ff . and assume that # is 
a regular ca. dinal of  ~ st4ch that v <~ # < ~c. Let  
= {fl(/a': /.t + ~</a' ~< ~¢}: fE  G}, 
J = (fl{u': v ~< u' ~< u): f~  G) ,  
Then 
(7) c/it [G] = c~ [HI [J], 
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(8) t l  is Q(h:,X,/~+) "m -generic over c~t~. 
(9) J is Qu(~,,k,v, b3 "~' 1~! I-g..,'.eric over Q?( [H], where 
Proof. (7) is clear, and (8) is very easily checked. We concentrate on 
proving (9). First note that by Lemmas 6.4 and 5.3 we have 
Q~,(tc,X,v,F)'~r [nl C_ ~t~. Let (~ be the natural term of the language of 
forcing (over egg with respect o Q(g,X,~:+) '~ ) which denotes Qu(x,X,v,F)  
in c?l~ [tt1. We work in °tR. For f~  Q(~c,X,p), let .t~. = J'l{ta" v <~ la' <~ g}, 
and let J', = f -  .t~. It is easy to see that flF- g ~ Q i f fg w . f6 QOc,k,v), 
(g u f)u = g and (g u f)u = t. Now suppose.tE H and f IF- D is dense in 
Q. Say f= gU for some g ~ G. It will suffice to prove that 42f': 0r') u IF- 
f~ a / )}  is dense below g in Q(h:, X, v). But this is clear. [] 
Lemma 6.0. Cofinalities are preserved in crtt [GL where G is QOc, X, v) '~ - 
generic over .'TlZ . 
Proof. It will suffice to prove that every regular cardinal of ctg remains 
a regular cardinal in c;'/( [G]. Suppose r is regular in -'Tit and cfr =/a < r 
in c~ [G]. If/a < v then tkis is impossible by Lemmas 6.4 and 5.3. If 
/s ~ ~c then this is impossible by Lemma 5.2 since the partial ordering 
has the ta+-chain condition by Lemma 6.3. Hence we have u <~/~ < ~. 
Now let H,J and F be as in Lemma 6.5. It is clear from Lemmas 6.4 
and 5.3 that cfr ~ ta + in ~l~ [H]. For the same reason (and since GCH 
holds in ~Tt~ ) we have/a <~ =/a in qt~ [H]. Since clearly IF a, n F~I <~ # for 
< fl < X, it follows by Lemma 6.3 that Qu(~,X,v,F) has the/~+-chain 
condition inq/~ [H]. But now by (9) and Lemma 5.2, (cfr) "~ Inl re- 
mains regular in ~ [H] [.I] =~ [G], so cf-e ~ ta + in ~ [G], a contra- 
diction. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.1. We remark that under the 
bypotheses of Theorem 6.1 the following are also true. 
( I0)  i fv'  < v, the~ A(~,~:+,t~,v ') is false h~ q/7 [G]. 
(11) ifcfX > v inqt~,  tl;en 2~' = X in qg [G]. 
The proofs are left to the reader. 
There is at least two approaches to proving that the negation of 
A(~I,:R2, ~l, ~0) is consistent with ZFC + 2 so I> ~ 2- The first is by means 
of the partial orderings P(v,O) defined in Section 5. It turfs out that if 
G is P(~0,~2) '~ -generic over c'ttt, then A(~I,tR2,~I,S 0) fails in 9/t [G], 
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and this result can be generalized in a natural way. Since the P(v,p) have 
already been studied by many people, however, it seems desi~,ble to 
present he following alternative approach. 
Recall that Theorem 2.7 a~erts that if ~ > K ~' then A(K,~,ia,v) is false. 
The proof of Theorem 2.7 really uses only the foUowing assertion, which 
appears to be weaker than ?, > t<v: 
(12) There is a collection F subsets o f~ such that IFI < ?,, IAt = v for 
all A E F, and for every X c t¢, if IXI =/a then there is A ~ F with A c X. 
We denote (12)by B(K,X,V,v). Thus, to preve that A(~l,~.~,~l,,~0) is 
false, it will suffice to show that B(,~ ~, S~, ~l, '~0 ) is true. 
We remark that in the model obtained using the partial ordering 
P(~0, ~2), B(~l, b~2, b~, '~0) is not true. 
Let t¢ and X be cardinals, and assume that K is regular. Let R(K,~) be 
the set of all subsets B of?, X 2 X t¢ satisfying: 
(13) IBI < K, 
(14) if¢~ < ~ and # < K then either (¢~,0,/3) ~B or (~, 1,/3) q~ B, 
(15) for all t~ < 3,, {/3 < K: (¢~,0,/3) ~B. (~, 1 ,/3) ~ B} is closed and un- 
bounded in K. 
Given B1,B 2 ~ R(K,X), let B 1 < B 2 i f fB 2 c B~. 
The partial ordering R(,~ o, 1 ) has been studied by Prikry and Silver [14] 
<)~ is the following proposition: There is a sequence (S,~" ¢~ < K) such 
that S,~ c c~ for all ~ < K and for any A ~ to, {a < h:: A n ¢~ = S~)is sta- 
tionary in K. 
Jensen [ 11 ] has proved that I s = L implies ~ for all regular K > S0. 
Hence in particular the propositions ©~ are consistent with the GCtt. 
Theorena 6.7. Let x and X be cardinals oj'etlt such that K is regular and 
K ~ 3~ I f  ~: is not inaccessible #t eg, then assume also that ~ holds #l 
~Tg. l f  G is R(~,X) ~ -generic orer crlZ, then in etlt [G] coJhtatities are 
preserved. 2~ >~ ~. and for all/a > to, B(/a,/a+,t¢+,~¢) hold.f and A(ta,Ia+,K*,K) 
lbils. 
Proof. As we remarked, B(Iz~la+,K+,K) implies tile negation of  A(ta,ta +, 
K+,K) by the pro(~f of Theorem 2.7. Moreover, it is not difficult to see 
that if cofinalitie~ are preserved, then 2 ~ ~ k in ~ [GI: For each ¢r < k 
let G~ = {t3 < to: (3B E G) (~,0,~) ~- B). It is clear that a ~ a' implies 
Theretbre it will suffice to show that every regular cardinal of  ctg re- 
mains regular in ff~ [G], and B(ta,#+,K+,~:) holds in '~  iGI for all i t> K. 
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kemma 6.8. R(I~, X) is ~-complete. 
Proof, The intersection o f  t'ewe~ tha ~ ~: closed unbounded sets is still 
closed unbounded,  t5 
For B ~ R(~:,X~, we define the domain of B to be 
{a< 1: (~ i< 2} (~/3< h:) (t~.,i,/3) ~ B) .  
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Lenlma 6.9, R(c.,X) has the (2~)÷-chaitt condition. 
Proof. Sup~ose~ on the contrary, that I is a set of pairwise incompatible 
elements and I/I (~)÷ 6.2 1' _ _ = , ,ByLemma there are c IandDc;ksuch  
that I1)1 ~ ~, 11'1 = I/7 and domain B c~ domain B' = D for all B,B' ~ 1' 
with B ,# B'. But then since 11'1 = (~)+_ • there are 1" c I' and D' such that 
I/"1 = I1'1 and for all B ~/" ,  B n (D × 2 x ~) = D'. Now any two members 
o f / "  are compatible, a contradiction. []
Lemma 6,10. Under the hypotheses o,t" Theorem 6.7. the following is true 
in q~ [G]: 
( t6 )  Let Y be a set o f  ordbzals with sup Y = 6. l f  cf6 >~ ~c + in c~, then 
there is X c qt¢ such that X c_ Y at~d IXI ~m = ~. 
Proof. Choose A c ~ so that IAI - I• -- At = ~, mad let (A s" a < x) be a 
sequence (in qtz ) of  pairwise disjoint subsets of x - .4, each o f  which has 
power h:. Let I ~ be a tenn of  the language of  forcing which denotes Y in 
~ [GI, and let B ~ R(n,;~) be such that 
B It-- ~" is a set of  ordinals and sup ~" = 5. 
Now ,re work in crg. It will suffice to find B' <~ B and X such that IXI - K 
We will construct a sequence <Bo: a < ~> of members ofR(~:,k),  a se- 
quence (.t~: a < ~:) o f  functions and a sequence (a,~" ~ < x) of  ordinals 
< ~ satisfying: 
(17) B 0 =B,  
(18) for all ~ < ~.]~, maps t~ u A u O(A~:/3 < a} one-one  onto do- 
lnain Be, 
(19) i f# < a < ~, then for all 7 < ~, (]~,(/3),0,a~), (fa(/3), 1,a~)$ B. r, 
(20) if a </3 < K,then B,~ <~ B~, 3'~ g .fa and ~ < ~a '  
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(21) if a is a limit orlinal, then 
Let f0 be any function mapping A one-one  onto domain B (we may 
assume Idomain BI = ~:), and let a 0 be arbitrary. The constnlction for 
limit ordinals is given completely by (21). Note that a~ as defined by 
(21) still satisfies (19) because of  condition (15) in the definition of 
R(~,70. The construction for successor ordinals depends on whether or 
not ~: is inaccessible. 
Case 1 : ~ is inaccessible. (Note that tiffs includes the case ~: = s0.) 
Given B~,f~ mad %,  we show how to obtain B,~.l..t~+l and an+ 1 . Let 
E~ -~ ~/~(/3):/3 < a}, and let (D~:/3 < %) be an enumeration of  all sets 
D such that 
Bo: n (E. x2 x(a+ l ))c Dc/:~ x 2 x~o,+ l). 
Since ~ is inaccessible, r,~ < ~:. Now we produce a sequence <C~:/3 < %) 
of members of R(~,X) and a sequence <x~ : ~ < r~) as follows. Let C O = 
B~ - (E a X 2 X (a + I )) and let xg be undefined. Given C~, if there are 
R~ R(~:,7,) and x such that B ~< C a, B n (E~ x 2 x (5 + 1 )) = D a, x is 
• '~' constructed so far (i.e. for ~' < a or for t~' distinct from all the .~ . = e 
and/~' </3), mad B I1-- x ~ 1~', then let x~ = x and let C~÷~ --- B - 
- = "~ undefined, l f~ (E~ Z ~ X (~ + 1 )). Otherwise, let Ca+~ C a and leave .x;  
is a limit ordinal, let Ca = O~<eC~. Now let B~ ÷t be such that 
Idomain B,÷ l -- domain B~I = ~:, 
B~+l~<(B.n(E~x2x(e~+l)))u O (.~, 
~< ra 
Let j~,+l be any function satisfying (18) and (20), and let a~ +l > a~ be 
such that (I 9) ,s satisfied (which is possible since the intersection of  
fewer than K dosed unbounded sets is closed unbounded, hence non- 
empty). 
Case 2: ~: is not inaccessible. It is easy to see tiaat ~ is equivalent to 
the following proposition: 
(22) there is a sequence (S~:/3 < ~:) such that Sa c/3 x 2 x ~ for all 




we define Ba+ ~ and an assoe il~ta, d ordinal x a as follows. If ther~ 
R(~.X) and x such that x is di~fl4~re~/~ from all previously de- 
ldomain B-domain B,.,i = ~¢. 
and l\~r "ill Y < ¢~ and i < 2, 
then let .x' a = .\" and let 
t~ +) =( i t  ,~(E  x2xt¢~+-~))~(ll .... ( l i  x2x(~+l))), 
where E a is defined as in Case 1. Oth~mv'i~e l t Be,.t  ~< B a be arbitrary 
such that 
B+~ n (E. x 2 x(~ + 1))= ~,c~(~'  x 2 x(~ 4- 1)), 
Idomain B~+1 - domain B~ I -~¢, 
and leave x,, undefined. I)efine £,+~ a~l,d %~-1 as ia Case 1. 
This completes the construction. 
Now let B E = U,~ < ~ B, and f= U, ~t1'~, Note that by (19), for any 
C domain B~ and any 3' > f l(~), (o,.(~,~), (~, l,a v) ~ B,~. ttence, 
since by (20) and (21) the a~ |brm a¢[ 0:sed t~abounded set, there is 
B'~ ~ R(~:,X) such that B E c_ B'~. Sinc~c:ff~ > t~ ÷, there is some y < 8 
such that y is greater than all the x~ (iV~ is itlaccessible) or all the x~ 
(otherwise). Let B' ~< B, and x be sucl~rqaat y < x and B' lb- x ~ Y. We 
assert hat {x': B' 1~-- x' ~- f') has po~,~'~ n. This will complete the 
proof. 
First assume ~: is inaccessible, Fix ca ~ ~.. Yhen  B' c~ (E  a x 2 X (e~ + 1 )) 
= D o for some ~ < ra. Since B' tb- x ~ ~it is clear t!mt x~ was deimed. 
• ~ y, Also, since B' ~ D~ tO (~+l and D 0 to U~ ,1 Ik- ,x~ we have 
B' t~- .~x" E I:'. Since o~ was arbitrary, I-{,~" : B' I1-~ .r' ~ f'}t ~ :._~ 
Now assume ~: is accessible. For e~t.¢tl~ e < t~, let 
U a ={~3< ~:: U(e0,0,~), (j(~:),l,~)q~B'} . 
By (15) each U, is closed unbounde~c)  U ~- (~ < ~:: 13~ U v for ali 3' </3} 
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is also closed unbounded, Let 
Z ={(a,i ,~)~ : X 2 v ~: (t(~),i,v3)~ a'} . 
By (22), S = {a < ~:: Z n (o~ X 2 X a) = S~,} is stationary, so S ~"~ U is sta- 
tionary also. Let ~t ~ S n U be arbitrary. It is easy" to see that since 
B' IF- x ~ I F. x~ was defined. But since 
B' < B" --- {(f('r), i.7'1: (7,i,~") ~ S,~) u [B,~+~ -- (E,~ X 2 X (~+ 1))] , 
B" Ib- xc, e ~', 
we have B' t~- xa ~ l;'. ltence I{x': B' tt ~ x' 6 f';'l ~ ~: and the proof  is 
complete. [] 
Lemma 6. i 1. Under the hypotheses o f  Theorem 6. 7, every regular cardbtal 
o f  q~ re,,nai~s regu!ar in q'tt [G] and B(la,ta+,~+,~.) hcdds in ~ [G] for all 
#>~.  
Proof. Let v be regular in ~.  If v << t< then v remains regular by Lemmas 
6.8 and 5.3. If v t> ~:++ then v remains regular by Lemmas 6.9 and 5.2 
(since the GCH is true in clot ). Now suppose v = ~:*. i f  I~:+1 ~!c;I = ~:, 
then there is a cofinal subset Y of (~:+Y~ of order-tyye ~:. By Lemma 
6.10, there is X c__ Y with X E qtl and IXI = ~:. Hence X is cofinal with 
Y so IK+I ~ = ~:, contradiction. 
Now let t~ > ~: be fixed, and let Y c /~ have power ~:+ (in ~ [G]). We 
may assume that Y has order-type t¢ +. By Lemma 6.10, there is X ~?h' 
such that X c Y and IXl = ~:. Note that then X is bounded in Y, hence 
in/a. But {X: X ~ c~.  X _c_ ta, IXI = ~: and X is bounded in ~) has power 
ta since the GCtl is true in ~Trf. He:ace B(ta,ta+,~c+,t~) holds. [] 
Remark 6.12. Theorem 6.7 may be improved in the following ways: 
(a) IfcfX > ~: in -'717, then 2 ~ = X in qt~ tG], l fc f~ ~ ~:++ then the 
proof of thJ~ is standard, and uses only the fact that R(~,~) has the 
h:++-chain condition inc~ . If cf'h = h: ÷ then the proof is non-trivial, and 
requires the following observation: 
(23) I fB  It- r: ~: + 2, then there is B' <~ B such that for all 0~ < h: and 
all C ~ B', if C I~-- r(~) = i then there is D c C such that IDI < ~: and 
B' o D IF- r (a)  = i. 
The proof of (23) is similar to the proof Of Lemma 6.10. 
(b) The fact that ~:+ remains a cardinal in ~ [GI may be proved 
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using the following instead of  Lemma 6.10, when ~: is inaccessible. 
(24) l fB  t~- r: ~c --, 9ti, then *here are B' <~ B and a function t ~cttt 
with domain K such that t(o~) c '~ 2tg and It(a)l < h: for all a < ~:, and 
B' !t-- (¥~ < ~:) rl~ ~ t(a). 
The proof  of (24) is also shnitar to the proof of L~-:r.ma 6.10. More- 
over, (24) yields some additionN int'ornaation. For exmnple, using (24) 
one can see that for any function f: ~: ~ ~ in 9t~ [G], there is a function 
g: ~¢ -* t¢ in ~t~ such that ~t~) > .¢~t~) for all a < to. 
(c) The property B(tc,X,~,z)) may be generalized by replacing ~: and p 
by arbitrary ordinals a and i3. B(a,X,l,,~) would say that there is a family 
F of subsets of  a such that tFI < ~, every A ~ F has order-~:ype ~, and for 
every X c a, if IXt =/a then there is A E F with A c_ X. By complicating 
the proof of Lemma 6.10. one cotfld show the following: 
(25) Let Z be a set of ordinals well-ordered by -< in 9g, and let fi < t¢ ÷. 
If Y E 9/~ [G] is a subset of Z which has order-type ~+ with respect o -<, 
then there is X c_ Y such that X E 9/~ and X has order-type t3 with respect 
to ~., 
Using (25), it is now easy to see that in 9I~ [G], B(~,/~+,~+,/3) holds when- 
ever/a > to, tt ~ a < .a ÷ and ~3 < ¢:+. The proof runs as follows. Given #,a 
and ~, fix a well-ordering -< of # in type ~. Let Y c_ tt have type ~:+ with 
respect o-4. We claim that there is X cO_ Y such that X ~ ~,  X has type 
fl with respect o Y, and X is bounded in/a with respect o the usual o~- 
dering of  ta. Then the proof will be complete since the GCH holds in cr/~. 
tf cf/s > t¢ +, then the claim is obvious. If ct~u ~< t~, then there is Y' c Y 
such that )" has type ~+ with respect o ~(, and Y is botmded in/a with 
respect o the usual ordering. Applying (25) to Y' proves the claim. 
This remark will be used in the next section. 
. 
There appears to be a close connection between the almost-disjoint- 
set property and parts of the partition calculus. In Section 5, we used a 
partition theorem to prove independence r sults about almost-disjoint 
sets. Here we reverse the process by applying tae methods of Section 6 
to obtain independence r sults in the partition calculus. 
For notation see Section 1. A discussion of the problems considered 
here may be found in [61. 
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Theorem 7.1. Let g,k ,~ ,~nd G be as in Theorem 6. Z Then the tbllo~ ~ 
ing are tree in ~ | G]: 
(a) For any cardinals la, v and p. a:ld any ordinal to. (f  cry > K, 
cf# > v, p < cfv and ~0 < g+, then 
Hence in particular 
(b ) / f /a  >/~++ and la is reeular, then for every ~o < ~c+, 
v -" (u, [#o,~1)2. 
In/'act, i f  [/a] 2 = Po o P1. then either there is a stationary set A C # with 
[A]2 c-C- Po, or there are, sets A.B c la .~",ch that A has order-type to. B is 
stationary and [A. B] c P1. The latter statement could be written 
la ~ (stationatT la, [rio, statiom2rv ia])2 . 
Proof. (a) By Remark 6.12(c), there is a family F of  subsets of  v such 
that IFI = v, every member of F has order-type r0, and every subset o f  
v of  power K + contains a member of  F. Let f : /a  X v ~ 1 + p. 
Case 1: I{a </a:  i(r < v: j (a , r )  ~ 0)i < cfv)l =/a. Then since cf.u > v 
there is a set A c__/a and :m ordinal 3, < p such that IAI = # and for all 
q A and all r > 7,1(~,/3) = 0. Hence f is constant on A x (v - 3,). 
Case 2: Otherwise. Since ct~ > 0 and cfv > p,~¢, there is a set A c_/a 
and an ordinal 5 < P such that IAI =/a and for all ~ ~ A. 
1{3 < v: f(c~,/3) = 1 + 6)1 ->- tc + . 
Hence for each a E A there i~ a set X ,  E F with X~ c {3 < v: f(~,3) = 
1 + ~). Since cf/a ", v, there are A' c A and X ~ F with tA'l = la and 
X a = X for all a ~ A'. But then f i s  constant on A' × X. 
(b) Letg:  !'ta] 2 --> 2. First assume/a > K ++. Then C=(~ </a:  cfa = K ++) 
is stationary in/1. 
Case 1 : There is a stationary set S c S such that for all ~ c S, 
(/3 < a: g({a ,#) )  = 1} i,~ bounded in ~, Define h: S ~*/a by 
h(~)  = sup ({~ < cx: g({cx,/3)) = 1}) + 1. 
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By a well-known theorem of  Fodor [9], there is then a stationary set 
S' c S and an ordinal ~, so that h(G = 3' tZ~r all 0e ~ S'. But then S' is 
stationary and homogeneous for g, 
Case 2: Otherwise. For  each a ~ S let h'(~) be the supremum of ~he 
, 
first a: + members of{/3 < ~: .f({a,~}) = 1}. Since h (a~ < ~ for all but a 
non-stationary subset of  S, we n, ay apply Fodor's theorem again to 
obtain stationary S' c_ S and am ordinal 3" so that It'(a) = 3' for all a ,- S'. 
By Remark 6.12(c), there is ~ family I: of  subsets o f  3' such that ilq = 
13'{, every A ~ F has order-type/3 0, mad every" subset of  3" of  cardinality 
s:* contains a member of  1:. ltence for each c~ ~ S' there is X~ ~ I :  such 
that,/~{a,i3}) = ! for all ~ ~ X~, Since ltq = 13'1 there are S" c, S' and X 
such that S" is stationary and g = X for all a. E S" But then f ix )  = 1 
lk~r all x E [X, S"], 
Now assume ;~ = a: ++. Let ( '=  (e~ </a:  cfa = ~:+}. Case 1 goes tlm~ugh 
exactly as before, so we concentrate on Case 2. By Remark 6.12(c), 
ever3, subset of.~ of  power ~:+ contains a subset of  type/30 which i::es in 
-7/t. For each a ~ S let X a be such a subset of{/3 < a: fl{a,~}) = 1} (prov- 
ided the latter set has cardinality x+) mad let t f ' (a)  = sup X~. Then 
h"(a)  < a for all but a non-stationary subset o f  S. Let S' c _ S and 3' be 
such that S' is stationary m,d h"(a) = y for all ~ ~ S', Since X ,  69/~ 
for all a ~ S' there are at most (13'1~) ~ = ~:+ such sets X a. Hence there 
is S" c__ S' mad X such that S" is stationary and X~ = X for all u ~ S". 
lq~en f ix )  = t for all x ~ IX, S"], [] 
Consider the special case of  Theorem 7.1 in which ~: = ~0, k is any 
regular cardinal > ~2, t~ = k and v = ~l. Then ing/~ [G], 
-" for all < colt, 
2so _~. (2so, [~,2s01)2 for all ~ < w I . 
It would be very interesting to know whether in this situation it is also 
true that 2 ~0 ~ (2s°,~) 2 for all a < ~o I. 
It turns out that the existence of strong counterexamples to the parti- 
tion relations of  Theorem 7.1 is also consistent with ZFC + 2 s0 > S 2. 
For tiffs we use the method of Dleorem 6.1. 
Let ~ be a countable transitive model of  ZFC + GCH, an. :et ~: and 
v be regular cardinals in ~T/g with v < h:. Let Q = Q~(h:+,~:+,v,F) ''~ , where 
F = (e~: ~ < ~¢+). 
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Theorem 7.2. I f  G is Q-generic over qff . then i~; ~tl~ [G] c~:~¢~nalilies are 
preserved, 2" = K+ m;d 
r a '~ l \ ?  
K + -/.-.  (K+,  l l , ' ,~ . J )  - . 
Proof. The facts that cofinalities are preserved m~d 2 ~' = x* are handled 
as in Theorem 6.1. 
Recall that, i f f~  Q, then f= (1~" ~' ~< # ~< ~, ta regular). For each 
< ~+, let 
Ao = U{t~(a): fe  G), B = O(t:,(,~): f~  ¢';). 
Now let T c__ K+ have power ~: in cyt [G]. We claim that either 
( l )  there is a setx  c_ ~+ such that Ixl < ~¢ and IT - U,~ex ,4,~1 < K, or 
(2) there is a < t¢ + such that for all/~ t> ~, B~ n T ~ 0. 
Let ] 'be a tema denot ingTin ctg [G], and let a 0 < ~¢+ andp ~ G be 
such that p forces I1~t = K. T c__ a0, and the negation of  ( l )  with T re- 
placed by ]' and the A,~ replaced by appropriate terms. Now we work 
in qIt. 
We define a sequence (u~: ~ < ~¢) of  ordinals < ~:+ as follows, cr 0 is al- 
ready defined. If ~ > 0 and an has been obtained for each r /< ~, then 
for all ~ < sup,~ <~ a n and all x c_C_ supn < ~ t~ n with lxl < ~c, let X~ x be a 
maximal pairwise incompatible set of conditions q <~ p such that 
~x 
Note that i fq  II- ~ ~ U~ x ,,1~, then ~ ~ U{q~(~):/3 E x). Since Q has th~ 
i¢+-.chain condition by Lemma 6.3, we have IX~x; ~ ~¢ for all u. Hence 
there exists c~ < ~:+ such that sup,~ < ~ a,~ < ~ and 
sup (U{domab~f :  ~ O{X~x. a < sup a . 
~<t 
xcC - sup a and l .x ' i<  K}) )<a~ . 
,~</; 
Let a' = sups< ~ a t We claim I' forces (2) with ~ = ~'. 
Let f~< p. Let x = domain l~, n ~' and let v U{f~(fl): ~ ~ domam f~. 
Since Ixl, b'l < ~: there are 1' :< f and 3' ~ ~0 y such that f it --,- 3' e 1 ~ - 
OaE x A a. Since X~,,: was m~ximal, f '  is compatible with some q c Xrx. 
Hence/ ' is  also compatible with q, and 3' ~ i J (q~) :  $~ c x}. Now let 
> ¢~' be fixed and define g by domain g~, -- domain q~, u domain 
j~ o {#} and gu(ot) : qu(a) u j~(a) i ra  ~ domain gu and a ¢ ~, and 
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g, lfl) = .I~,(~3) u {3'}. It is easy to see thatg  < ]]q and g i~- ? ~ B~ n T.  
This proves the claim. 
Now, working ingg [G], define a partition [~:+]2 = Po u P~ as follows. 
If t~ < ~3 < t¢ + and a ~ B.~, then put ~ ,~) E P~ ; otherwise put {a,fl} ~ Po. 
It is clear that if o~ ~ ~ then IB a ¢3 B~} < v. Therefore there are no sets 
X. Y c to* with tXI = v, 1YI = 2 and [X, Y] ~ P~. Suppose Z c t~ + and 
IZI = t¢ +, We claim [Z] z CP0. Assume not. Let Tc  Z with ITI = ~. If 
(2) holds for T, then clearly [Z]" ~t'  o. Hence forall  Tc  Z with IT] = ~, 
(!)  holds, We construct sequences (T~," a, < ~> and (.¥a- c~ < s:> as fol- 
lows: Given T~ and x~ ibr all 13 < a, let 
Ta c_Z-  sup U T~u U ,x'~ 
have power to, and let x,~ be such that Ix~l < s: and iT, -- U~.~.,. A?I < ~:. 
Let T= UT~ and letx be such that Ixl <to and IT -  U.~ x A~.I < to. Since 
s: is regular there is 3' ~ x such that I{~: IT, ~ A~I = s:}I = x. Clearly 
3'~ O~<~ x,~. Fix ~ so that I1~ n A?I = s:. Then there is 6 6 x,~ such 
that IT~ n A~ n A~I = s:, so in particular IA. r n A~I = so, contradicting 
the obvious fact that IA, n A~I < t¢ whenever c~ ¢= ft. Hence 
~:+ 4* (~+, [v,21) 2 i n -~ [G]. [] 
Note that i fv = t¢ 0 in Theorem 7.2, then in ~7/~ " [G] 2 ~o = s: ÷ and 
2So -,L.~ (2;~o, Is0,..])-" Hence m particular 2'~0 4-~ (2 '~°, .o + 2) 2. We do 
not know if it is consistent for 2 '~o to be weakly inaccessible and 
2 s° 4 -~ (2 ~°, w + 2)". 
, ,~ )2 2~o = Tile consistency of2~0 -4-~ (2'~o, [~0,'-] with ~2 was first ob- 
tained by Laver, using a different method (see [6]). It is not known if 
Layer's approach generalizes to the case 2 so --- t~ 3. 
Next we deal with the consistency of propositions of the form 
,÷~ ~ tvj . To obtain tile consistency of(~2~ -L~ ¢2 ~1,1 for example, 
• 1 0 0 we proceed'as follows. First, vm an ~l-complete, S2-chain condition 
partial ordering, we get a generic sequence ((X~: n < c~): a < 6o2> of 
partitions of  tol with the property that a ¢: ~' implies IX~' n X~t < ~0 
tbr all n. Next, via a countable chain condition parhal ordering, we ob- 
tain generic partitions (.r~nm. m < w) of each X~ with the p~o; ,~ty th;~t 
~ ~' implies IX'~ m n X~'ml < ~0 for all n and m. This is akin ~ tile 
"thinning out"  procedure of  Theorem 6. I. Finally, define f: w9 X co 1 -* 
to X to by ~,~)  = (n, m) i f f#  ~./X,~,,. This f yields a countere×~mple to 
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Just as m Theorem 6 1, the general partial ordering involves iterating 
this "thinning out" procedure. 
Let c~ be a countable transitive model of  ZFC + GCH and let ~,X and 
v be cardinals of ~ such that K and p are regular and v ~< K < X. We de- 
fine a 9artia ~ ordering S in c'a. For each regular cardinal # such that 
v ~ st < K +, let K,  be a partition of  K into ~c non-empty sets such that if 
ta </a' and Y ~ K u. then (X ~ K u: X c )3 is a partition of Y. Thus K u 
refines Kj,,. Moreover, we assume that for all Y~ K,+, I()." a K~: X c )31-" 
ta, and that K,, = {{,2}: e < ~}. 
Now i fg  is regular and v ~< V <~ ~, let S(ta) be the set of M! f imct ionsf  
such that 
(3) domain fc__ X × K~, and Idomain fl </a. 
(4) if (~,X) ~ domain f, then j~a. X) c h: + and 1j(~.X)I < Is 
(5) if (u,X),(e,X')  ~ domain f and X :~ X', then f(c~. X) :~ f(e, X') = 0. 
For f, g ~ S(V), let f~u g iff domain g c domain f, g(a, X) c f(~, X) for 
all (a, X) ~ domain g, and g(~. X) :~ g(e'. X) = f(a.. X) c~ /(a'. X) whenever 
(o~, X), (d, X) ~_ domain g and e ~ ~'. 
I f#  = K ÷ then S(#) is the set of  all functions atisfying (3),(4), (5) and: 
(6) there is an ordinal a < ~:+ such that for all ~, X), if (/3, X) ~ domain 
f then  .[fl} X If  u C domain land  Ox~gv " f(fl, X) = Or. 
~V iS def'med as before. 
Now let S be the set of  a l l f~  l-Iv,~ ~ ~ ~+ S(ta) such that if/a < ta', 
(e, X) ~ domain f~,, ;" ~ K~, and X c_ Y, then (~, Y) ~ domain/~, and 
.fu(~,X) c fv,(~, y). FcrJ~ g~ S, let f<  g ifff~ <v g~ for all/~, 
Theorem 7.3. l f  G is S-generic over ~.  then in crtt [G] cofinatities are 
preservedand (x ) 4-+ (7,)~" . Moreover. if c~ > v in -~, then 2 ~ = X in 
"~ [G]. 
Proof. Define h: X × t~* --> v. by h(a,/3) = 7 iff there if rE G such that 
~ f , (~, (3')). It is easy. to see that h is a counterexample to (~+)x ~.., -t,,~2"lt' 1 
The rest of the proof is an easy variation of  the proof  of  Theorem 6.1. i~ 
Of course, ~"heorem 7.'2 yields tile consistency of(  2 ~o) __.& {2 )1,1 
with 2 so : 8 2. Note also tilat if h = K ++ in Theorem 7~' and G"/~'s° 
S(~:+) 'm -generic over -'Tt~, then inC~ [G'] the GCH is still true but 
K++-  K +) ..~{2 ~1,! t.lt + ) K • 
The following theorem does not use tile method of Theorem 6. !, but 
we include it for completeness. 
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Theorem 7.4. Let 9~ be a cotmtabh' transitive model  of  ZFC + GCH. Let 
v rod  O be cardinals ~[" 91~ sm'h that v is regttab" a~td v < p. If" G is 
P(tz O) "~ -generic over qTg , then, m ~,'g [G], 
The proof is quite easy, and is left to the reader. 
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